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DETECTING PRODUCTS OF ELEMENTARY MATRICES

IN GL2(Z[v^])

RANDY TULER

Abstract. An elementary /; X n matrix over a ring R has 1 in each diagonal

position and at most one additional nonzero element. Let R = Urfá] where á is an

integer less than -4. We give an algorithm for determining whether or not a 2 X 2

invertible matrix over R is generated by elementary matrices. This is connected with

the theory of integral binary quadratic forms.

1. Introduction. Let R be a commutative ring with identity. Denote the group of

invertible n X n matrices over R by GL,,/?. An elementary matrix in GLn/? is one

with 1- everywhere on the main diagonal and at most one nonzero entry off the main

diagonal. Let GE„/? be the subgroup of GL,,/? generated by the elementary matrices

and the invertible diagonal matrices.

Now specialize to R = Z[{d] and n = 2 with d E Z and d < -4. See [3 and 4] for

the available literature on this type of group. In this case, since the units of R are

rt 1, it is easy to verify that GE2R is generated by matrices of the forms

(; ?)• (.-■ i)

where a, ß = ±1 and r E R. One of the main results of [1] is

Theorem 1. The groups Gh2R and GE2/? are distinct.

The purpose of this short note is to give a simple algorithm for determining

whether or not a given matrix in GL2/v is actually in GE2/?. As an application of

this, we get a result concerning the integral equivalence of positive definite binary

quadratic forms (see [2]). See [5] for related results.

2. Preliminaries. Set

*>=(-. I),
Let | c | denote the length of c E C.

Lemma I. Any matrix

M=[AC    Bd)eGE2(R)
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may be written

(2.1) (l    °ô)E(ax)---E(ak),

where y,8 = ±1 and a,■¥= 0, ± 1 ;/ 1 < ; < k.

Proof. By definition, M is a product of matrices (g ¡g) and E(r):A. The relations

E(r)(l      °1) = (-q      i)£(-0    and    E(r)] = E(0)E(-r)E(0)

imply that M may be written in the form

(2-2) (j     °)/-(¿,) ••■£(*,)•

If ¿>; = 0 for some i with 1 < / < /, use the relation

£(V,)í(0)£(6í+i) = -í(V. + Vi)

to shorten (2.2). If b¡= ±1 for some i with 1 < i < I, use the relation

£(¿(.,)£(±1)£(6(+1) = ±£(6,-, - 1)£(A,+, - O

to shorten (2.2). Continue shortening until the form (2.1) is reached. This proves the

lemma.

Referring to the standard form (2.1), we have

Lemma 2. If ak ¥= 0, ±1 and at least one of A, B is not a rational integer, then

[A[>\B\.

Proof. Denote the matrix product

(j    °8)jE(ax) ■■■£(«,.),        \<i<k,

by

(c! S)-
By assumption, a, ^ 0, ±1 for /' > 1. Since </ < -4, this implies \aA>2 for ; > 1

with strict inequality if a, £ Z. We have

Al+X= ai+,^ - 5,   and   Bi+X=A,

for 1 < ; < A: - 1. If |^ |>| £; | for some /, then

M,+ ,| = |a,+ 1^,-5,|>|a,+ 1||M,|-|5,|>2M,|-|5,|>M,| = |5,+ 1|.

Furthermore, if |^,|>|fi,|, then \Ai+x \>\Bi+x \. Checking that \AX \>\BX \ifax¥= 0,

and |^2l>l^2l ir a\ = 0> we nave M/I^l^/I f°r eacri * > 1 or / > 2, respectively.

Since at least one of /I and 5 is not a rational integer, there is some ; with a¡ £ Z

and, consequently, |a,|> 2. For this i, \A¡\>\B¡\ and, therefore, \A \ — \Aik\>\Bk\ =

\B\ .
We are now in a position to show

Theorem 2. Let M = (£ ¿) G GE2(R). Then there are t, s E R so that either

(I) A=tb + s   with\s\<\B\
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or

(2) A = tB + s    with B.s EZ.

Proof. Write M in the standard form (2.1) and consider

ME(aJ
ÍA     B
\C    D

0 -1
1 a,

B     a,B

0
E(ax) ■■■E(ak_i).

By Lemma 2, either \B\>\akB — A\ or both B and akB — A are rational integers.

Take t = ak and s = A — tB. This proves the theorem.

It is now clear that GL,/? = GE2/? if and only if /? is a Euclidean ring with the

standard norm. Since this is not the case for R = Z[Jd], d < -4. we have Theorem 1.

3. The algorithm. We wish to determine whether or not

M
A     B

C     D
GL2(/0

is in GE2(/?). If A, B G Z, then M E GE2(/?). Otherwise, apply Theorem 2 to the

pair (A, B). If s does not exist, then M G GE2(Ä). If J does exist, then we first

observe that (B, s) is the first row of an element of GE2(/?) if and only if

M E GE2(R). Consequently, if B. s E Z, then M E GE2(/?). Otherwise we may

reapply Theorem 2 to the pair ( B, s). Continuing in this way, we find that the matrix

M is in GE2(/?) if and only if a pair with rational integer entries is obtained after a

finite iteration of this procedure. Furthermore, it is clear that the number of

iterations required is no larger than \B\.

A specific choice for s, if s exists, is the element s0 E R of minimal norm which

satisfies A — tB + s0 for some / G /?. We find sQ as follows: Write AB = K + L{d.

Let M = K (mod BB) and N = L (mod BB) with | M |< { BB, \ N |< {BB. Then

[M + N][d)/B.

Example 1. Is

M =
29

7 + 1/^37

/-37

3

in GE2(Z[vc37 ])? Taking A = 29 and B = 1

Since |i0|>|J?|, M <? GE2(Z\f^ñ"fj.

-37 , we find sQ = 15 + 2v/r37 .

4. Binary quadratic forms. Let ("£) be an integral binary quadratic form of

determinant d — det("£) > 5. We say ("£) is equivalent to the principal form ([} °) if

there is U G GL2Z with

a     y

y   ß
u d    0

0     1
)u,
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The classical problem of determining whether or not ("£) is equivalent to the

principal form is related to the preceding material by

Theorem 3. //("£) is equivalent to („ °), then the matrix

Y + Vl

il

ß
GL2(z[/T^7])

is in GE^ZIvT^?]).

Proof. If there is equivalence, then the following matrix equation holds over

GL2(Z[vT d]):

y+ -jl-d

Since U, UT, and

l/l -c

ß

d

l/l -d

U
d

il - d

-vT
u>

•vT

are in GE2(Z[v'l — ß?]), the theorem follows.

Example 2. The example in the preceding section, along with Theorem 2, shows

that the forms (f ]) and (08 ?) are inequivalent.

As an immediate consequence of Theorems 2 and 3 we have

Theorem 4. Let p be the absolute least remainder of y (mod a). Then if\ a |> 1 and

a2 < p2 + d — 1, the form (" I) is not equivalent to the principal form.

Proof. Apply the algorithm to the pair (a, y — \/l — d).

This result should also follow from the reduction theory for positive definite

integral binary quadratic forms. We also remark that, using Theorem 2, it is not hard

to prove the converse of Theorem 3.
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